NEAS BENEFITS YOUR SUPPLY CHAIN

Whether you are an individual customer, a large construction project or mining operation, a military contractor, or working on a special project under a local economic impact benefits agreement, NEAS offers real value to your supply chain. With NEAS as part of your bidding or project team, you will benefit and credit from the positive local impacts of NEAS and our sustainable development and commitment to environment and oceans. Arrange a meeting to learn how the NEAS team can benefit your projects and operations.

LOCAL IMPACTS

- NEAS maintains an industry-leading performance record while operating in extreme, unpredictable, and ecologically fragile conditions.

- At NEAS, our corporate social responsibility is rooted in our local shareholders and driven by our values and commitment to people, community and service.

- NEAS delivers proven local Inuit training and certification, employment, promotion, management, board and ownership opportunities, including Inuit direct investments and ownership in a growing fleet of modern Canadian flag vessels.

- NEAS works cooperatively with governments, local communities and customers to responsibly manage risks and deliver sustainable environmental solutions in Canada’s Arctic, on land and at sea.

- NEAS supports local environmental initiatives of Arctic communities, including assistance in local remediation, recycling, removal and disposal efforts.